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Abstract

There is little doubt that the tenure of President Barack Obama and implementation of the Affordable Care Act has had a profound effect on the United States healthcare delivery system in terms of the organization, finances, and clinical aspects of medical practice. As we enter the 2016 presidential election, looming issues of health affairs include 1) Is affordability achievable and can it be achieved without sacrificing the physician-patient relationship? and 2) Does practice consolidation and control by insurance providers cast physicians in a role as technicians?

In countries such as the United Kingdom, policies seeking to increase healthcare affordability without sacrificing the quality of care have been implemented, as manifested through not only socialized medicine but also a general goal of cost cutting without sacrificing patient care. In addition, although done more as a tactical move with little impact on the overall budget, the healthcare benefits of political leaders in the United Kingdom are being trimmed in order to increase citizen buy-in in the healthcare model. This article compares recent healthcare policy changes in the United States to those of some constitutional democracies. The attitudes of healthcare stakeholders, including patients, physicians, and political leaders, are also analyzed. It is argued that the evolution of health affairs internationally is driven largely by efficacious political and economic factors, and that it behooves United States healthcare policy makers to note the impact of these international changes and to integrate the necessary changes in order to enhance patient care.

Introduction And Background

Before comparing the healthcare policies of countries, such as the United Kingdom, to that of the United States, it is first necessary to analyze the current effects of the United States healthcare system on its medical professionals. Namely, physicians in solo practice as well as in groups have become employees of non-physician controlled healthcare delivery organizations, and this development has exerted impactful influence on all phases and sectors of medicine [1-2]. One striking effect is evidenced by the selection of medical specialties by young physicians. Institutional and large group practices have become increasingly attractive to young physicians, especially those who have incurred significant debt in order to complete their medical education. As opposed to private practice, it eases many of the burdens of finance, regulations, and retirement benefits [3].
The control or outright ownership of hospitals and similar medical institutions is also a major development in the recent tenure of President Barack Obama. Previously, both not-for-profit and for-profit organizations operated hospitals in a cooperative manner in which the for-profit entities offered medical practices which were profitable and thus helped financially support the not-for-profit entities. Today, however, the number of not-for-profit institutions has rapidly diminished as corporate entities assume control to reap the clear financial benefits of for-profit organizations. In 2009, nearly 67% of all United States urban hospitals were nonprofit; interestingly, today this number has dwindled to less than 50% [4]. This shift has taken place as for-profit hospitals are believed to collect more revenue per each patient admission than do not-for-profit hospitals, although certain percentages have not been reported. A recently published study assessed the overall profitability of nonprofit and for-profit hospitals, taking into consideration different medical services that may be offered among each [5]. The results indicated that for-profit institutions were more likely to obtain higher profits from the same medical services as compared to nonprofit institutions. To ensure that hospital ownership status contributed to these results rather than geography, several sensitivity tests were performed that further confirmed the above findings. Ultimately, the absorption of medical practices and, on occasion, the practices of an entire community, has grown and has had a major impact on the lives of heretofore-independent physicians.

Review

In the setting of medical development, the power controlling the cost of healthcare is shared by insurance companies, hospitals, and pharmaceutical companies alike. The United States Department of Health and Human Services, as well as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospital Organizations, are involved in overseeing these stakeholders. Many hospitals have answered in part to the rising financial burdens in the United States by hiring non-physician executives to serve as hospital administrators because they demand less salary than physicians [6-7]. A recent review article analyzed the role physician executives, as well as non-physician executives, play when operating as Chief Executive Officers of hospitals. It reported that hiring non-medical professionals to serve as executives is often preferred over hiring healthcare professionals with medical degrees because the former demand less salary [8]. It is unlikely that a shift in hospital power among non-physician executives will occur because the political power and sheer large numbers of these executives may create a barrier difficult for physicians to surpass. However, it is important to note that even though one might expect that takeover of management by non-physicians would result in lower costs because of greater efficiencies, this may not necessarily be the case because over time the executives may demand increased salaries [9-10].

On a national scale, there is a large absence of central standardized control of the fees charged by health care professionals in both United States hospitals and private practice settings. As a result, prices have steadily increased for diagnostic tests, medical appointments, and similar services among similarly geographic distributions [11-12]. It is important to note that some control mechanisms do exist to determine physician reimbursement as compared to what the physicians charge that patient. For instance, Medicare uses a system termed "relative value unit-based productivity" to decide how much it will reimburse physicians for services and procedures. For the purpose of this article, we focus on the prices charged by the healthcare provider because the actual cost to the provider and reimbursement obtained are challenging to procure.

In 2012, the physician price for a private practice gynecologist to perform a laparoscopic hysterectomy in Sacramento was $47,500 as compared to $34,400 charged by a gynecologist in Orange County. Since these statistics were obtained from private practice, the difference in the laparoscopic hysterectomy may not seem out of the ordinary. However, this cost disparity becomes even more explicit when considering that, when comparing hospital prices, a patient...
seeking a knee replacement operation at Sutter General Hospital was charged $86,002 in 2010 as compared to $126,292 for the same procedure at the UC Davis Medical Center only a few miles away [13]. Confounding variables that may in part explain price differences for medical services include geography and whether the hospital is a teaching or non-teaching institution because some areas with higher costs of living may be subject to similar medical cost adjustments. Nevertheless, when analyzing the prices charged for procedures by hospitals and private practices in similar cities in the same state, the difference in price becomes apparent. Although the actual service cost as well as reimbursement to the physician or hospital likely varies from the price charged for the service, it is evident that patient care has variable prices.

There has been some effort by Congress to exert standardized controls aimed to ensure the cost of United States healthcare does not skyrocket and that the quality of medical care is not curtailed. The Affordable Care Act has a provision whereby hospitals are fined up to 3% of their Medicare payments if a certain quantity of patients return to the hospital within 30 days of being discharged, with the reasoning that these readmissions are indicative of poor care. In 2015 alone, 2,592 hospitals in the United States suffered from readmission penalties that totaled $420 million [14]. Although this provision may be reasonable in many cases, in others it may be unavoidable, such as in the case of a hypothetical homeless man with pneumonia who does not take his antibiotics upon discharge and therefore returns the emergency department within the 30 day period. Although provisions such as this are a step in the right direction, the ideal goal would be one that does not punish hospitals for unavoidable patient cases, such as the aforementioned. It has been argued that one step towards achieving this goal would be for members of Congress to refrain from obtaining very generous and unique healthcare plans [15]. For instance, members of Congress qualify for medical benefits that ordinary federal workers do not and are often able to receive medical services from the Office of the Attending Physician of the United States Capitol [16-17]. This makes it challenging for Congress to relate to and act upon the need for cost-control that most Americans seek when pursuing comprehensive and holistic medical care. In order to alleviate this issue, it may prove valuable to follow the precedent set by the United Kingdom of trimming the health benefits of its political leaders. Although this may have a relatively small effect on decreasing budget deficits, it may most importantly increase the faith of the people in the healthcare system and in the political leaders who are molding these systems. This may be a logical step towards bridging the gap between Congress and the American people as both groups will be operating under similar medical care plans. Given the needs of the American people, a greater effort must be made targeting a holistic and financially accessible national healthcare protection.

It is necessary to note that the organizations comprising that industry cannot exist without an adequate source of funding. The cost of pharmaceutical products must in some fashion reflect the expenses incurred in research as well as promotion and sales. For instance, drug development in the United States in 2011 exceeded $1 billion and has been steadily rising each year since [18]. With increasing pressures to improve medical care through revolutionary advancements and therapeutic agents, the expenditures of the pharmaceutical companies are understandably high. The burden of cost becomes an issue when considering that local, state, and national regulations add to product cost for consumers. The medication component, essential as it is, exerts significant upward pressure on the cost of medical care for physicians and patients. In 2014, 52% of United States doctors proclaimed that their medical staff spends too much time communicating with insurance companies to approve lofty and complex medication requests [19]. In the future, it may prove invaluable to ascertain a similar statistic for the United Kingdom in order to compare efficiencies of the varying health care systems.

In communities throughout the United States, whether urban or rural, hospitals are starting to buy physician practices. According to the American Hospital Association, between 2000 and 2010, there was a 32% increase in the number of previously private practice physicians who transitioned to become employees of local hospitals. Absorption of physician practices does
have advantages for physicians in minimizing financial responsibilities and the numerous bureaucratic measures that have become part of the practice of medicine, such as nuanced payment methodologies and administrative tensions [20-21]. An income guarantee within the hospital infrastructure, even though perhaps lower than the practicing physician has been accustomed to in private practice, together with diminished pressures of the ever increasing business aspects of medicine, make for a more appealing lifestyle as a hospitalist. Moreover, the growth of closed physician panels and groups makes it more challenging for the young physician to build a practice. In essence, the hospitals exert control over not only inpatient care but also over a significant portion of outpatient care. In that setting, the hospitals have also absorbed the physician-insurance link. The unfortunate result of this is that the interests of the physicians become secondary to the interchange and negotiations between insurance companies and the hospitals.

It is likely that the country and its inhabitants will be better off economically when healthcare expenditures are controlled, whether through a socialized healthcare mechanism, as evidenced by the United Kingdom, or through simple cost-cutting. Although perhaps counterintuitive, neither studies nor associations reveal that by spending more on medical care, people will be healthier. In fact, data indicates that improved health results can be more readily observed in countries, such as France and Amsterdam, with a lower per capita outlay for healthcare than the United States [22]. Fifty-nine percent of physicians in the United States report that their patients struggle to pay for medical treatment and that this inability to adequately finance healthcare negatively impacts the patients. In stark comparison, only 4% of Norway physicians and 13% of United Kingdom physicians reported that affordability was a concern for their patient population [23]. It is important to note that controlling healthcare expenses in the United States will not automatically result in the benefits seen in the aforementioned European countries, but over time, a more holistic healthcare model that equalizes the power between political leaders, hospitals, and executives will inevitably lead to a more patient-focused healthcare system, which places patient safety at paramount importance.

Conclusions

With the upcoming 2016 Presidential Election, it is explicit that the next several years will foster significant changes in the health policy affairs of the United States. The trend toward larger institutions controlled by business executives and geared towards generating financial gains will continue to grow. This may increase the control over the practice of medicine, which may not keep in alignment with the philosophy of physicians and other healthcare professionals. Fortunately, national legislation has made it possible to expand the availability of medical services across the country and across all layers of society.

In due course, adjustments should be made in order to introduce financial adjustments that will shift funds from non-clinical to clinical areas of medicine, such that the quality of patient care is not sacrificed. Experience in other areas of the world, such as the United Kingdom, has revealed that medical care benefits are invaluable towards promoting and maintaining holistic and comprehensive healthcare.
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